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The Caregiver Next Door – a Cannabis (aka Marijuana) Decree 
 
Before you can find your fit in adult conversations about cannabis, it helps to get clear about 
where you stand. 
 
Ask good questions from where you are to better understand topics, issues, challenges, and 
your personal interests. 
 
Ask too what you’ll come up against on your cannabis education trip. And why you want to put 
your heart and soul into cannabis in the first place.  
 
Your response to the latter will mean everything in your world. It did in mine. But then again it 
is my story (I’ve heard me tell it before). 
 
With so many people interested in cannabis, finding people you fit with comes down to your 
priorities and preferences. 
 
Here are the important ideals and beliefs that mean something sacred to the cannabis centric 
story and work I call The Caregiver Next Door. This represents where I’m at with cannabis... 
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1.  You should never be at the mercy of unknowing people who believe lies they’ve heard all 
their lives about cannabis are true and that you should believe those lies too. 
 
All cannabis use is medicinal. My warmest thanks go out to Oaksterdam University, Magnolia 
Oakland, Harborside and so many other luminaries, unknowns, and good actors for doing the 
right things because that is the right thing to do. 
 
2. No one in need of enough should be denied health, mental and physical wellness, or any 
long term financial possibilities a single plant growing in the ground is able to offer. 
 
Cannabis continues to help all of us build bridges to, with, and for each other just like it has 
for thousands of years. And all is a very big word. 
 
3. You shouldn’t have the welfare and life quality of those you love exploited by existing 
business models that profit from suffering. Cannabis works. Test it. Regulation works. 
 
Cannabis is creating a thriving new business disruption revolution poised to emerge as the 
linchpin of the first benefit industry. When ignorance doesn’t muddy the water we all thrive. 
 
4. You should never have to struggle to find great cannabis information and resources or 
have to figure out if cannabis is safe to use. Those should be givens not mountains to climb. 
 
There can be a steep learning curve to understand what you don’t know about cannabis. 
Learning to use it is easy. Cannabis self-regulates with our bodies. Always. Low and slow. 
Less is more. Where are you on the curve? 
 
5. There is no need to grow cannabis indoors under billions of watts of electricity and freeze 
out natural small business tax incentives. There’s no need to make this process hard.  
 
Cannabis seems to work best when it is sungrown in small yield (think pounds not tons) crops 
of clean and well cared for flower clusters all lovingly harvested from mature female plants.  
 
6. Adults should never not be able to enter a licensed non-medical store or medical cannabis 
dispensary and legally buy cannabis and cannabis products available at retail in other states. 
 
Every adult on the planet should have safe and open access to inexpensive cannabis and 
cannabis products that are regulated, clean, and free or sold and gently taxed. 
 
7. No one should ever have to suffer loss of life, property or freedom because government 
and elected lawmakers want to legislate a plant. 
 
Every adult should be able to grow and produce enough cannabis for family and personal 
use. If you want to grow your own tomatoes, grow your own tomatoes. The seed is power. 
 
8. No gender deserves to have their examples followed in their partnerships with cannabis 
more than the non-dominant gender that is already invisibly in charge. 
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The Feminine Divine will rule everything cannabis. Quietly. Because asking for more reasons 
to be abused, manipulated, hammered on, or beat down has never been an option. Wake up 
gentlemen. Wake the fuck up. 
 
9. No permission from any medical or healthcare provider should be needed to try an herb for 
better sleep, increased appetite, pain relief, relaxation, or to enjoy the feeling of being high.  
 
Cannabis is gentle enough for adults to experiment with. Nothing is safer. Your own ECS will 
regulate it. Learn enough about the endocannabinoid system (ECS) to not be curious. Then 
choose for yourself  
 
10. You shouldn’t have to use a lot of cannabis or spend a small fortune on flower and other 
cannabis products to get the results you desire. 
 
Less is more. Grams and milligrams are the metrics for a reason. Micro-doses are magic. No. 
you can’t overdose but you might overload. Remember low and slow. Less is more. Always. 
 
11.  No one has any right to ridicule, judge, or stigmatize another being human who chooses 
to use or not use cannabis. Period. 
 
Words can hurt. Labels are lies. Too many are afraid. Speak up only if it is safe for you to do 
so. If you can, let others know that you use cannabis. If you have questions about cannabis 
ask them. Talk with people where you are. Help dissolve the stigma for anyone everywhere.  
 

 
 

Mark Horn is a patient and caregiver advocate, ancillary products creator, and 
concierge consultant who helps further the cause of safe, legal cannabis (aka 
marijuana) access for all. Contact him privately here or connect with Mark via 
Twitter @MarkHorn. Ohio based. Text or message 512-814-5156. 
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